Transforming Security
Enhanced Situational Awareness Through
Innovative Services

Safeguarding the nation is a complex and ever-changing mission. Threats advance,
intelligence sources shift, and objectives change rapidly. SAP NS2 has supported national
security agencies for over a decade, providing real-time innovative solutions and services
that combine best-of-breed software with cutting-edge innovation and capability.

How can SAP NS2 secure services help you change the game?
SAP NS2 helps national security agencies develop real-time insights through a range
of professional services and solutions that are commercial-grade and tailored to your
mission. SAP NS2 applications and services work together to transform the way security
agencies acquire, process and use intelligence data.

What can you do with SAP NS2 secure services and solutions?
• Process investigative cases faster, expose hidden threats, and provide streamlined
access to actionable information via reports and dashboards.
• Derive actionable meaning from an infinite number of information sources,
spanning agencies and organizations.
• Leverage machine learning, predictive analytics, the Internet of Things, and other
leading-edge technology in the manner that best suits your mission.

What are some key benefits?
• Enhanced insight and efficiency through real-time platform-based solutions
• Predictive insights that identify untapped information buried inside large amounts
of data.
• Optional mobile platform to keep staff productive and informed anytime, and
anywhere.

Why SAP NS2?
• SAP NS2 is a trusted national security provider, with 100% U.S. based personnel.
• Tailored solutions that are backed by the same support and commitment that
comes with commercial SAP software.

Learn more
To find out more, please contact your SAP NS2 Services Account Manager or visit us at
innovationservices@sapns2.com.

Turn Thinking Into Everything
At SAP NS2® we do one thing: support the mission of national security. We do this by accelerating the deployment of
commercially proven technology to deliver optimal outcomes at mission speed.
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SAP NS2 is a US subsidiary of SAP, global leader in software development and innovation. SAP spends 3.5 billion annually in
Research and Development (R&D), which allows SAP NS2 to bring tremendous technology and innovation in support of our
U.S. Department Defense and National Security customers. By leveraging commercially proven technologies backed by the
expertise of credentialed U.S. persons on U.S. soil, we accelerate the pace of innovation for the mission.

